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“Erudire” E-learning Platform 

To access the audio-visual products created for the EQWOOD project, you need to access
CONFORM S.c.a.r.l’s “Erudire” e-learning platform at http://www.erudire.it/ by logging in at the
box in the top right hand corner as shown as follows:

http://www.educare.conform.it/


Create an account

After you have clicked on «create an account»
you need to follow the registration procedure
available
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If you do not have access credentials, you 

need to register, by clicking on «create an 

account» on the homepage of the platform



Create an account

Then complete the boxes with the information required
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Choice of language

To choose the navigation language, all you need to do is select it from the menu bar.
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Access to audio-visual products

After having logged in with the credentials you have or those you have created, you need to

click on the «enter» tab of the «International Projects» course category in the homepage

of the platform

Then click on «EQ-WOOD»
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Access to audio-visual products

Then click on «ENROL ME»
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Access to audio-visual products

To access the products, you have to choose the group first.
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Chose a group

To do this, please click on the sentence “Choose the group” highlighted in red and flag the
right box
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Access to audio-visual products

Now clicking on “click here” you can return to the list of training materials contained in the
EQ-WOOD course.
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Access to audio-visual products

At this point, you can choose the products created in English (with English subtitles).

Entering the course, all you do is

click on the icons of the unit

you would like to see.
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After you have chosen the unit, to access the product you need to click on “Start new

Registration” as shown in the image:

The unit selected will open in a new window.
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Here you can
access the
different sub-
sections of
the module

Here you can access
the point where you
can find additional
materials linked to
the keywords
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In correspondence to the green dots you can go directly to the interactions included in the
module (e.g. access additional materials linked to the keywords, download materials and see
the different branching intersections of the story where students need to choose how to
proceed)
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By clicking on the cc box in the bottom
right hand corner, you can activate
subtitles in English. If you do not want to
see them, all you need to do is click on
the tab again
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Open Badges

Open Badges are visual tokens of achievement, affiliation, authorization, or other trust

relationship sharable across the web.

Open Badges represent a more detailed picture than a CV or résumé as they can be

presented in ever-changing combinations, creating a constantly evolving picture of a
person’s lifelong learning.

Open Badges are digital credential systems that adopt the OBI - Open Badges

Infrastructure standard and apply the blockchain in line with the IMS Global Standard, as a

tool to represent, understand (both human and machine), verifiability, traceability,

sharing, portability and recognition of the results or skills achieved by a learner even

in non-formal contexts (e-learning and WBL)
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Open Badges

To access the Open Badges pages click on “Badges” on the navigation panel on the right
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Open Badges

Once you access the Open Badges
page you can see all the “Badges”
available for the course.

If you pass the tests at the end of

each module you will receive the EQ-

WOOD badge specific for the that

module.

There is also a final badge of the
EQWOOD project that you will receive if
you pass all tests.
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Badges Registration Instructions

In this manual you can also find the instructions to include the badge earned on the

Erudire platform in an online backpack that collects and organises digital badges and

credentials.

CONFORM have linked Erudire platform to the badgr platform (https://badgr.com/) used

by thousands of organizations around the world to create branded learning ecosystems that
support their communities with digital credentials, stackable learning pathways, and portable
learner records.
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To see more click here



First of all, you need to register to bagr platform clicking on “create an account”
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and then select the region “United States” 

(this is a bug of the platform. It works only if 
you choose this region)

and continue the registration
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Once the registration has been completed, you can set your backpack on Erudire

platform clicking on the bottom “badges” of the top menu bar

and then on “Change backpack settings”
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Now you have to include your email address and password 
(click on the pen to edit the box) and click on “connect to backpack”
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An email will be sent to activate the backpack connection 

(please remember to check your spam box and follow the instructions)
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After verifying the email, the backpack will be connected to the Erudire

platform.
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Now you can find the badge earned  in 
your online backpack

and share it wherever you want
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The badge now contains 
information regarding the course 

and its contents included also in the 
Erudire platform in the section 

“badge” of the “navigation menu”



COMPETENCES

Competences

To access the competences acquired in the training course pages click on “Competences”
on the navigation panel on the right



COMPETENCES

Here you can see all the 5 competences contained in the Innovation Advisor Profile and your
level of proficiency


